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bling a host of examples where tourism has demonstrably had a positive impact on
the poor, and they have not ignored the negative impacts. The twelve pages of ref-
erences to the published and grey literature account for nearly 10% of the book.
However, for anyone interested in the impact of tourism on the poor, it is a disap-
pointing read, reflecting the fragmented nature of the limited amount of work on
the issue. This shortcoming is clearly not the fault of the authors.

The book should feature on the reading lists of specialist economics and tour-
ism development courses at undergraduate or Masters’ level. It provides a concise
and readable review of the current state of knowledge. The review of the various
methods used to measure the size of the tourism sector, describe its size, measure
impacts on the poor, and to enhance the tourism sector (master planning and
competitiveness analysis) will be useful for many students.

The authors have synthesised evidence generated with a range of methods from
a number of destinations. However, that knowledge is fragmented and partial.
They are right to point to the need to ‘‘move beyond the sterile dichotomy of views
on the role of tourism in development’’ (p. 129). It is not enough to assume that
tourism is not, or is, good for development and the poor. We are still a long way
from being able to provide policy makers with the evidence for informed deci-
sion-making about how to ensure that the benefits of tourism reach the poor.
Mitchell and Ashley are correct in concluding that researchers need to raise their
game: ‘‘[o]ur collective end of term report should read ‘could try harder’’’ (p.
135). However, those same policy makers and donors have denied themselves ac-
cess to the knowledge they need to inform better policy-making by failing to re-
quire the practitioners to monitor and report the impacts of their work. If
practitioners do not monitor and report, how can they know what works and what
does not in particular circumstances. How can they know they are having any po-
sitive impacts? There is much to research.
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factors if tourism is to be successful. The book is divided into six parts. The first,
‘‘Global Environment’’, is comprised of two chapters that discuss the nature and
extent of globalisation and the centrality of culture and cultural diversity in the
tourist experience. The second, ‘‘Cultural Theories and Practices’’, with two chap-
ters discusses (with few references but much opinion) no less than fourteen inter-
cultural theories, and then moves to such familiar themes as commoditization,
authenticity, diffusion, and demonstration effects.

Part 3, by far the largest, owes much to social psychology. It is made up of seven
chapters on ‘‘Culture and Cultural Differences’’. In chapter 6, pen portraits of the
world’s civilisations are provided, with highly simplistic generalisations of how they
differ—for example, some cultures are characterised as ‘‘low-context’’ and others
as ‘‘high context’’ (p. 134). However, in chapter 7, it is suggested that genuine
cross-cultural communication, so often based on divergent cultural values, non-
verbal signs and stereotyping, is almost impossible.

Only when the reader reaches chapter 8 is there any consistent focus on tourism,
which is presented through a discussion on tourism typologies, issues of time and
space, and a focus on contact hypotheses and culture shock. Chapter 9 expands this
to demonstrate how cultural differences (e.g., individualist or collectivist) affect
interaction, and why tourist and host should understand the rules of such
behaviour, Chapter 10 focuses on how different cultures approach the notion of
service. Finally in this section, chapter 11 (which again is quite general) argues
ethical approaches have cultural roots that are reflected in debates over issues such
as corruption, gender, sexual harassment, and child labour. The author suggests
these can be better understood through the application of ‘‘theories’’ (sic) or
frameworks such as theology, deontology, theories of justice, cultural relativism,
and so on.

Part 4 (‘‘Tourist Behavior’’) has three chapters. In the first, nine general ap-
proaches to human behaviour (including Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs) are dis-
cussed, and it is argued that the tourism industry, tourists, and residents in
destination areas will benefit if these are understood. The second examines con-
sumer behaviour, with an occasional (and cursory) application of consumer theory
to tourist choices. The third chapter in the section, again quite general, looks at
how culture influences the personal and psychological characteristics of consum-
ers (including opinion leadership, families, and reference groups) and affects
behaviour after purchases have been made, conditions the likelihood and method
of complaint, and frames the meaning and emotional attachments invested by buy-
ers in their purchases.

In the first of the last two chapters of the book—each comprising a separate
‘‘part’’ of the book—Reisinger divides the world into types of cultural orientation,
examining cultural similarities and differences among Africa, Asia, Australia, Eur-
ope, India, Latin and North America, and the Middle East. Crass generalisations
and stereotypes abound: ‘‘[t]he most important unit of African society is the fam-
ily’’ (p. 349); ‘‘Japan is a very noble country which values honor, pride, and perse-
verance’’ (p. 352); Australians ‘‘speak openly and directly, which often makes
strangers feel they are being attacked’’ (p. 357). By contrast, Europeans ‘‘have a
sense of social responsibility. They desire education and security and mistrust
authority’’ (p. 359), while ‘‘Russian values reflect more feminine than masculine
values’’ (p. 363). And so on.

Finally, chapter 16 argues that if we are to function effectively in the modern
world, we need to develop ‘‘multicultural competence’’, and suggests this is
achieved by developing cognitive awareness, emotional sensitivity, and interac-
tional skills, whereby individuals are able to culturally re-orientate themselves to
different situations and social contexts: ‘‘[t]he development of multicultural com-
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petence and foreign languages is the core of global competence and education’’
(p. 386).

Will the book appeal to tourism marketers and undergraduates? It is unlikely to
persuade the former to abandon stereotypes they already hold (especially as it re-
peats many of them), but its accessible style will probably appeal to students. The
end-of-chapter summaries, the discussion points, and the references to numerous
websites are useful, and students will find the lack of references refreshing. This,
though, is hardly a merit of the book, for the text is actually very similar to much
student writing, with frequent recourse to bullet points and numbered paragraphs,
and a reluctance to substantiate opinion with evidence, a predisposition revealed
early in the book, in the discussion of globalisation (pp. 6–8). Furthermore, as indi-
cated above, there is a consistent tendency to make generalisations that extend be-
yond simplicity into banality.

There is also an over-emphasis on websites. Students will value the countless ref-
erences to Wikipedia (e.g., p. 117), but not their lecturers, who frequently (albeit
vainly) try to discourage a lazy reliance on such sources. And while the end-of-chap-
ter website references are useful, why are there no accompanying references to key
texts? Indeed, major academic contributions to the psychology and social psychol-
ogy of tourism have been omitted, including the early but useful Annals of Tourism
compilation by Stringer (1984), Ross (1994), Robinson, Long, Evans, Sharpley,
and Swarbrooke (2000), and Philip Pearce’s most recent contribution (2005).

Finally, while some of the end-of-chapter case studies were useful, especially a
few personal accounts of holidaymakers, there was dire need for an anthropolog-
ical focus on actual tourist-host encounters.

In short, academic rigour has been sacrificed for accessibility. Some might con-
sider this a price worth paying.
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